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Invention “Conceived” During Employment
Awarded to Employer’s Assignee
An idea for using ultrasound to treat hypertension belonged to the bankrupt
company that employed the scientist that had the idea, and in turn to the company
that purchased its assets, rather than to the scientist, under a recent decision by
the Delaware Chancery Court.
The Court construed a clause in the company’s inventions assignment agreement
with the scientist that gave all inventions “conceived” during employment to the
company. The Court construed “conceive” broadly in its ordinary English sense
and not as a term of art from patent law.
Because the scientist witnessed the results of an experiment exploring the idea
during his employment and filed two provisional patent applications for inventions
using the idea 30 days after his employment terminated, the Court concluded that
the idea was conceived during employment. It held that the inventions, including
the resulting patent applications, belonged to the former employer and the
company that bought its assets.
It may be of interest that the scientist was the CEO of the bankrupt company and
that he formed a company to exploit the idea shortly after leaving the bankrupt
company, although the Court did not enunciate a higher level of duty due to the
scientist’s high position with the former employer.
RECOR MEDICAL, INC. v. WARNKING, CA #7387-VCN (Del. Ch. 5/31/13
revised)
Please click here to view case document.
For more information about this alert, please contact David Rabinowitz at
drabinowitz@mosessinger.com.
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